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Keynote abstract

The keynote addresses the tensions we face in today’s digital world where
dis/misinformation, aka ‘fake news’ and cyber-surveillance, are present.

Drawing from examples of research projects on online hate speech in Europe and globally,
and the impact on digital rights for African citizens by the digital surveillance capabilities of
some African governments, Anand Sheombar will discuss the implications this has on
Information Technology and Information Management research.

How can we address these challenges?

Are we even aware of them as researchers?

Can we ensure that a sustainable technology-driven world is also a just world?
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Tensions between a sustainable 
technology-driven world and today’s 
digital dystopia…Lunch – Keynote 23 October
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Some digital trends and technologies in 
development sector/humanitarian aid
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Internet of things (IOT)

Drone/satellite images analyzed 
by artificial intelligence to ‘harvest’ 
statistical data from pictures

Drones

https://www.unhcr.org/innovation/chatbots-in-humanitarian-settings-revolutionary-a-fad-or-something-inbetween/?fbclid=IwAR2BRLJqoOZ4Yb5oaNAEQVond-Wg92-kwGHm50Q6lu4vedbDG7MNoSHGafw
http://social-media-for-development.org/wateraid-use-virtual-reality-to-tell-the-story-of-the-aftermath-of-nepals-earthquakes/?fbclid=IwAR2AgV0qb-wxAcZk4j-rl5rCLXUIHAv0HSCjdKKZ60hbbEjOed_dZar55qs
https://www.networkworld.com/article/3082764/flash-flood-alerts-how-sonar-iot-systems-help-protect-communities-in-honduras.html
https://unicefmalawi.blog/2018/06/14/how-the-first-unmanned-traffic-management-system-in-africa-is-supporting-humanitarian-drones-in-malawi/?fbclid=IwAR3p9642zy0FPHsYZZPxBrFOmTDOgzr3uD7ygyHTqxKbwI92rlfekHQOD2s
https://flyzipline.com/impact/
https://wearesocial.com/uk/blog/2023/01/the-changing-world-of-digital-in-2023/


Technology for good? , ehh….
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https://gothamist.com/news/nyc-drone-show-meant-to-mimic-birds-will-harm-actual-birds-critics-say
https://www.vice.com/en/article/wx5xym/honolulu-police-used-a-robot-dog-to-patrol-a-homeless-encampment
https://fortune.com/2023/09/09/ai-chatgpt-usage-fuels-spike-in-microsoft-water-consumption/


Information Systems, Sustainability, 
Technology and Digital Dystopian Present?
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Part 1: Challenges And Threats Posed By 
Dis/Misinformation And Online Hate Speech In 
Today’s Digital World
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Information disorder is 
an umbrella term for 
the various types of 
false, misleading, 
manipulated, or 
deceptive 
information(Wardle C., 
2019).

https://open.ocolearnok.org/okinfolit/chapter/information-disorder-truth-trust/


Global Social Media Use

https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2022-global-overview-report 
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https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2022-global-overview-report
https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2023-global-overview-report


10/23/2023 8HU powerpoint template

https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2023-global-overview-report


EOOH project 

• Visualisation of online hate speech collection and processing.
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Project website EOOH.eu
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SCORE  0 = no problem, 4 = very problematic THREATSRACISM

universal translationthousands of known expressions

EOOH project: Annotation Process - ongoing - categorising toxic language 
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Online Gender-Based Violence
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Image source: UNESCO 

https://www.cigionline.org/publications/technology-facilitated-gender-based-violence-overview/
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Human in the loop…for AI-based hate speech 
classification…annotation bias
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Source: misogyny online 
study from EOOH project

“Tech companies need to
include expertise from a variety of lived 
experiences in AI annotation, implementation 
and interpretation.” Glitch – Digital Misogynoi
Report 

https://glitchcharity.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Glitch-Misogynoir-Report_Final_18Jul_v5_Single-Pages.pdf
https://glitchcharity.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Glitch-Misogynoir-Report_Final_18Jul_v5_Single-Pages.pdf


Examples: Misogynoir & and Anti-Palestinian Racism 
are not well detected or toxicity levels too low (bias)
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AI and Data Collection
When developing system that collects social media data for 
analysis using artificial intelligence, ethical considerations 
need to be taken into account (Kiritchenko and Nejadgholi, 
2020)

• Mitigation of unintended biases
• What constitutes hate speech
• Sampling/topic bias
• Annotator bias 

• Transparency and explainability
14IIMA2022, session 9, paper 1888



Part 1B: ChatGPT, LLMs and other 
generative AI tools…and AI bias
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https://restofworld.org/2023/ai-image-stereotypes/

https://restofworld.org/2023/ai-image-stereotypes/
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2023/10/06/1201840678/ai-was-asked-to-create-images-of-black-african-docs-treating-white-kids-howd-it-
https://www.openglobalrights.org/systemic-bias-in-data-models-is-a-human-rights-issue/?lang=English


Part 2: Challenges And Threats Posed By 
Cyber-surveillance And Digital Rights 
Violations In Today’s Digital World
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https://citizenlab.ca/2018/09/hide-and-seek-tracking-nso-groups-pegasus-spyware-to-operations-in-45-countries/


AI Surveillance vs Human Rights
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“Although the boundaries 
between AI as a model of 
the mind and AI as 
surveillance tools are blurry, 
a tool for "profit 
maximization" captures 
current AI”
(associate professor Abeba
Birhane in 2020)

Al-based biometric 
technologies are 
particularly prone to 
"function creep “ and 
perpetuate discrimination 
(Access Now report 2023)



African Digital Rights Network 
Sousveillance Research Question: 

Who is supplying what technologies to whom with what effect on citizen’s 
digital rights?

Five categories of surveillance technologies: 
1. Internet interception -  intercepting private Internet communications 
2. Mobile interception  -  intercepting private mobile phone communications
3. Social Media Monitoring – surveillance of social media interactions 
4. Safe City / Smart City – including CCTV and remote sensing surveillance.
5. Biometric-ID including facial recognition, iris scanning and fingerprint 

scanning.
These are categories of technologies that are well-researched and documented in the 
UK/USA/Europe but have yet to be well-documented in Africa.
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Examples of Suppliers & donor countries
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Huawei launched a US$1.5 billion fund to 
support the development of smart cities across 
Africa; for example, setting up digital 
infrastructure in Zambia where the WSJ reported 
it helped authorities intercept encrypted 
communications and use mobile data to track 
political opponents.

EU institutions, Frontex and the EEAS being 
investigated by the European Ombudsman 
over failures to conduct human rights 
assessments of their surveillance technology 
transfers to non-EU countries.
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/huawei-technicians-helped-african-governments-spy-on-political-opponents-11565793017
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252528048/EU-fails-to-protect-human-rights-in-surveillance-tech-transfers


Surveillance Supply Lines – ADRN project
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Source Roberts at al. (2033) or 
https://www.africandigitalrightsnetwork.org/our-publications

https://www.africandigitalrightsnetwork.org/our-publications
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Motives for State Surveillance (Research-in-Progress) 
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Six motives for state surveillance identified including the suppliers' 
perspective: 
1) Surveillance as legitimacy for state security, 
2) Surveillance for political gain, 
3) Surveillance as diplomacy, 
4) Surveillance as a tool for development, 
5) Surveillance as neocolonialism, and 
6) Surveillance as business opportunity. 
(source: Sheombar and Klovig Skelton 2023)
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Part 3: Implications And Recommendations 
For International Technology And Information 
Management Research. 

How can we protect citizens, organisations and 
society from the dystopian effects of technological 
advances harming the individual citizen’s freedom as 
well as the right of expression of groups and 
organisations as stipulated within the frameworks of 
human and international rights?
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Call to Action? More questions than Answers?

• How can we address these challenges? 

• Are we even aware of them as researchers? 

• Can we ensure that a sustainable technology-driven world is also a just world? 

• No one has the ‘right answer’, unless we intensify collaboration across disciplines and 
geographies?

• Multi-disciplinary research ( for example, ICT & legislation) or collaboration with human rights 
organisations for scrutinising for harmful (un)intended consequences that deteriorate freedom 
and democracy?
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Thank you for your attention!
Questions?

27Anand Sheombar (anand.sheombar@hu.nl)
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